
KWAME NKRUMAH

Kwame Nkrumah PC (21 September â€“ 27 April ) was a Ghanaian politician and revolutionary. He was the first Prime
Minister and President of Ghana.

All children were to learn arithmetic, as well as gain "a sound foundation for citizenship with permanent
literacy in both English and the vernacular. He was overthrown by a military coup nine years later after his
rule grew dictatorial. Published in June , the constitutional proposals were accepted both by the assembly and
by the British, and came into force in April of the following year. He summarized his philosophy in a slogan
that became famous and influential across Africa: "Seek ye first the political kingdom, and all else shall be
added unto you Hence, also, scientific socialism. Both men were inspired by the life and teachings of Gandhi.
Eight days after his birth, his father named him as Francis Nwia-Kofi after a relative [3] but later his parents
named him as Francis Kwame Ngolomah. United States President Dwight D. Retrieved on 14 March  Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan feared, however, that cancellation would provoke Nkrumah into leaving the
Commonwealth and moving into Moscow's arms. The UGCC failed to set up a nationwide structure, and
proved unable to take advantage of the fact that many of its opponents were in prison. He wanted answers too
quickly. These chiefs had maintained authority during colonial rule through collaboration with the British
authorities; in fact, they were sometimes favoured over the local intelligentsia, who made trouble for the
British with organisations like the Aborigines' Rights Protection Society. Nkrumah hesitated, realising the
UGCC was controlled by conservative interests, but decided that the new post gave him huge political
opportunities, and accepted. He studied the literature of socialism , notably Karl Marx and Vladimir I.
Nkrumah, who came from a modest, traditional family, received his early education at the hands of Catholic
missionaries. Frontiers were artificial and porous, and there was, after all, a considerable history of
long-distance African trade. While Nkrumah was visiting China in , his government was overthrown in an
army coup. All this occurred shortly before Queen Elizabeth II was scheduled to make a state visit to Ghana in
November to celebrate the new area of decolonization. This is not to say that these Africans overlooked the
purely cultural value of their studies. Political agitation had compelled the colonial administration to introduce
constitutional reforms that gave Africans a majority of seats on the colonial Legislative Council. Nonetheless,
Nkrumah set his plan in motion. This would protect farmers from the tumult of markets, over which they had
no control. From that time Nkrumah began to evolve a much more rigorous apparatus of political control and
to turn increasingly to the communist countries for support. Ironically, the economic device in which Africa's
new leaders invested their trust was itself a colonial invention -- the marketing board, a public agency
responsible for buying crops from farmers and reselling them for export. Guinea, the country that made
Nkrumah a Co-president for his immense support after French political and financial abandonment in , held
Nkrumah dearly after his overthrow and during his ill health. But before the close of , cracks had developed in
the relationship between Nkrumah and the party leadership. Philosophy, in understanding human society, call
for an analysis of facts and events, and an attempt to see how they fit into human life, and so how they make
up human experience. The British prepared for an election for the Gold Coast under their new constitution,
and Nkrumah insisted that the CPP contest all seats. In Nkrumah met Trinidadian Marxist C. Their demands
were for a federal, rather than a unitary government for an independent Gold Coast, and for an upper house of
parliament where chiefs and other traditional leaders could act as a counter to the CPP majority in the
assembly. The hope was that they would lead the struggle for independence by providing a united front that
appealed to all Ghanaians. We must use every means of mass communication â€” the press, the radio,
television and films â€” to carry science to the whole population â€” to the people. Shortly afterward, the
constitution was amended to give the president the power to summarily remove judges at all levels.
Stewardship Nkrumah arrived in the Gold Coast on 14 November  The young Carlos Cook, founder of the
Garvey oriented African Pioneer Movement was on the scene, also bringing a nightly message to his street
followers. The independence of Ghana is meaningless until it is linked to the total liberation of Africa.
Philosophy In Retrospect[ edit ] The critical study of the philosophies of the past should lead to the study of
modern theories. By about he was a student-teacher in the school, and had been baptised into the Catholic
faith. Gold Coast[ edit ] Kwame Nkrumah was born in about in Nkroful , Gold Coast later known as Ghana [2]
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to a poor and illiterate family. Virtually all crops for export had to go through the marketing board. But the
leaders of the new party were all successful professionals and business people who had little time to run the
party. Ashanti or Fante. According to Nkrumah's biographer, David Birmingham, "no single measure did more
to bring down Nkrumah's reputation than his adoption of internment without trial for the preservation of
security.


